SPRING 2021! JOIN THE TEME...
TUESDAYS 6:45–9:45 PM

TUFTS ELECTRONIC MUSIC ENSEMBLE

Music 0085 • 0.5 credit

Be part of this dynamic, adventurous, outrageous musical group!

We will work on existing and original music from the classical, jazz, and rock repertoire, using electronic instruments like wind, hand, and game controllers; percussion pads, MIDI guitars, and keyboards; and new instruments designed by students, culminating in a public performance in December!

You will learn how to play new instruments and use software like Reason, Live, and Max.

REQUIRED: ability to read and write music, proficiency on a musical instrument. (Drums/percussion especially welcome!)

PREFERRED: experience in musical improvisation, knowledge of MIDI and synthesizer programming.

To find out more, please contact
PAUL.LEHRMAN@TUFTS.EDU
X75657 • GRANOFF 246